SPREAD THE FAITH TO NEW AUDIENCES
with Worship Center Messaging Solutions

DYNAMIC LED DISPLAYS HELP TO EXCITE AND INSPIRE PEOPLE!

- Inform members of special services, prayer times, and holy days
- Highlight festivals, weddings, activities and fundraising events
- Share affirmations and spiritual statements with your entire community
- Welcome important guests and groups
- Invite new members

Adaptive
ENHANCE YOUR AUDIENCE

Adaptive Worship Center Messaging Solutions

Reach out to current and potential members

- Indoor and Outdoor Solutions for community-wide messaging
- Lower your overall costs and power consumption – LED technology runs longer, more efficiently and requires less maintenance than other signage
- Instantaneous visual messages provide spiritual uplift to community members
- Grab attention with eye-catching graphics and text
- Create and schedule exciting messages with our user-friendly Ooh!Media software

Quick and Easy Programming
Enhance your messaging

Did you know? LED Displays are Energy Efficient and Highly Flexible Messaging Tools!

✓ Consume Up to 50% Less Power than Neon or Fluorescent Signage
✓ Longer lasting: typical 10-12 year life cycle
✓ Greater Reliability and Lower Ongoing Maintenance Costs
✓ Create Simple Text Messages or Vibrant Full Color Graphics and schedule when and how you want them to display
✓ Automatic Dimming to insure messages are safely read day or night

Here are just a few examples of messages you could be communicating to your members right now!

- Fundraising
- Affirmations or Spiritual Statements
- Community Events or Announcements
- Special Services, Prayer Times, and Holy Days
- Recognition of members, staff, and ministry teams
WHY BUY ADAPTIVE?

- Over 30 Years of Building Business with Indoor and Outdoor LED Displays
- Designed and Built in the USA
- Adaptive’s National Technical Service combined with our local Certified Partner support
- Competitive Pricing and Fast Delivery (3-4 weeks)
- Innovative Product Design and Intuitive Software Applications
- Confidence Warranty on A Series Outdoor LED Displays – 5 year Parts/2 year Labor backed by the manufacturer

AdaptiveDisplays.com

www.facebook.com/adaptivedisplays
www.twitter.com/adaptivedisplay
http://www.youtube.com/AdaptiveDisplays